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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Day 8: Friday, October 11, 2013— 
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Day 9: Saturday, October 12, 2013— 
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Day 8: Friday, October 11, 2013—Prato Magno, Castello di Romena (Pratovecchio), Stia,  
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Day 8:  Friday, October 11, 2013—Prato Magno, Castello di Romena (Pratovecchio), Stia, Parco Nazionale 
Foreste Casentinesi

Nature driving day per Friedrun’s request. iPad has several 
pins for stops. First into the Pratomagno.





























In the distance, the Pratomagno.
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Prato Magno

Loads of mushroom hunters—saw cars parked along the 
road. Then lots of them! B saw people with baskets, pro-
claimed them mushroom hunters. There’s been plenty of rain 
to bring out mushrooms.

Cold and damp, eerily beautiful. Pics of a small but dra-
matic waterfall. 






























Between Castel San Niccolo and Pratovecchio.













An unnamed stop along the road.



Courtesy of Gene
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Castello di Romena (Pratovecchio)

Castello di Romena (Pratovecchio)—impressive house up 
on a hill, overlooking a valley, looking down on a plowed field 
with rich, dark soil.



























Courtesy of Gene





Courtesy of Gene
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Stia

Stopped at Stia for the church, centro storico deserted 
and closed up tight at 1 PM. Interesting church (Santa Maria 
Assunta) for some Della Robbias but also for the “primitive” 
capitals—one with a double tailed mermaid!

Gene kept saying, “I can’t believe they have all this amaz-
ing old artwork just here in this little church.”



Stia, with the Santa Maria Assunta.



















Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene





























Now, the eponymous Assumption…





















No information in books or the church about this 
curious primitive lectern. The inscription on the back 
makes it seem unlikely to be old. But it’s odd: why is 
someone’s head hanging upside down?





















Looks like the same hand that created the lectern.





























Courtesy of Gene
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Parco Nazionale Foreste Casentinesi

Through the park, just part way (Gene had had enough 
nature and windy bumpy roads); wilder and drier. 

Views of the countryside were unendingly beautiful. 
Several small-ish towns that were lovely if feeling isolated. 
The occasional B&B/Ristorante for nature seekers. 
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Truffle supper

Home by about 4—by way of Pontassieve as a quicker 
route—after a diversion into Figline looking for a post office—
B’s iPad map worked well to locate the post office. F and I had 
to wait for the secure double doors to open to permit entrance 
to the tube, then wait for entrance to the PO, much like the 
hamster tube security entrance at the Puglia bank that ate my 
ATM card. Once inside, choose a letter from A to F and hope 
once your number lights up on the board the teller will be 
kind and take care of your need even if you chose the wrong 
area. I chose a ticket for A and E, hoping one would cover 
stamps!

As suspected the “U.S. stamps” sold to us originally are not 
stamps, they are stickers of some kind. The very nice postal 
clerk looked at them, peered at them, turned them and read 
them, frowned worriedly. I said, “They are NOT stamps, are 
they?” while grinning. Relieved, she laughed and said, no 
they were not! So I bought 22 new stamps, 2 for Friedrun. 

At last, after so many delays, supper for 13 in internet room.
Momma & friend, Carla, Maria & Marco; Fernanda 

(Nicola’s mother) & Mario, (our hosts last time in 2000), 
Nicola & Marie; Freidrun & Gene, Loie & Bucky.

Nicola & Marie new parents! Premature twins, still in 
hospital. Marie some problem with muscles around mouth—
“too cold” in delivery room.

Nicola apologized for not getting truffles—too busy with 
babies. Assured him it all worked out wonderfully: local ones!

Bucky adds: An extravaganza! When we got home, Carla was 
there and had news: a friend who was a truff le hunter was coming 
with local truffles for our dinner. We met Carlo V— and he showed us 
a vaccuum sealed bag with three smallish lumps: local black summer 
truffles. I showed him a research document on Skinny Girl the iPad 
and he used the text to identify our truffles for me. He even looked at 
our map and helped me make a pin.

The big excitement about this was that most people think of 
truffles as being exclusively Umbrian or perhaps from the Piedmont 
(Perugia?). Carlo was proud of knowing about Tuscan truffles.

Sadly, in our excitement, we didn’t think to take any pictures of this 
momentous occasion.

Carla gave two bottles of their sparkling wine to Carlo when he 
wouldn’t accept any payment for his truffles. (We had added money 
to our final payment for the villa to cover their cost, so she got paid for 
some wine which she traded for truffles! Good system.) 

The dinner, which Carla had been telling us was to be enormous 
(“No lunch tomorrow!”) was a great success. Spaghetti with melted 
butter and freshly grated truffle shreds. Like nothing else ever: musky 
and spicy all at once. I was siting next to Mario, who, in best Mario 
fashion told me our truff le was good, very good. But for the best 
truffles, we had to go to the market. I got out Skinny Girl again and 
was asking him where the market was; when it took place. Then 
Nicola very apologetically told me it was not a market, it was the 
Marche (mar-KAY); a region of Italy that borders Umbria. Mario 
showed me the corner he meant. Shades of grappa with secret grasses, 
and “The best pizza is Napoli.” Trust Mario to the best informed!

Then, on to papardelle with chingiale ragout; ham and chicken 
pieces grilled by Marco; vegetables: what?; dessert tarts by Momma. 
Magnum of vin santo!

Good supper but not that much. We could have had lunch.



Truffle found here.
Our villa.

Note scale bar below:  
truffles found less than 10 
kilometers from where it 
was eaten.



Courtesy of Gene

Lounging before supper.



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene
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Day 9: Saturday, October 12, 2013—Comeana, Artimino, Poggio a Caiano; Giusti

Easy local day, forecast looked bad for Cinque Terre. 
Freidrun had wanted to go to the CT—we said OK, with some 
trepidation. B had worked out how we could do it, riding 
the local train. But a long drive, and the sky just didn’t look 
promising. She took it with good grace when we said it wasn’t 
a good day for it.

B proposed something a little different—the Medici villa at 
Poggio a Caiano. Worked out well!



Courtesy of Gene

Freidrun and Gene’s apartment.



We didn’t think to get a movie! The birds were making 
a lek—a pluming & breeding ground. A bunch of them 
were spreading their wings, bowing, strutting. Nature.
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Comeana: Tumulus of Montefortini

On the way, we saw a sign for an Etruscan tomb and 
decided to visit it. Fantastic site. Parked at the wrong place, 
but that was good because we had a long walk past the tomb 
mound. On the way, saw a bit of stonework B thought might 
be an old, covered over, not excavated tomb entrance. Turned 
out to be not quite right.

Got around to the real entrance and real parking lot, and 
we were taken in hand by a wonderfully enthusiastic docent 
(guard?) who, all in Italian, with F trying to translate a little 
and B pitching in, took us on a great guided tour.

Gene got to ride up the long stairs on a special lift! That 
was a treat.

The guide recommended we go to a local museum in 
Artimino to see the artifacts excavated from one of the two 
tombs that were side by side in the mound. We decided to 
visit there and have lunch as well. The last part of the tour was 
to see the “tambour”—the low wall circling the mound like a 
curb. Turns out we were shown the little bit of stonework we 
had noticed on the way in.

On the way to Artimino, passed a Medici villa turned into 
a conference center hotel. Looked nice!































We wondered if Gene could make it up these stairs…



Courtesy of Gene














This original tomb had been caved in and ruined by an earthquake. Its grave goods were never looted.





Difficult to make out, perhaps, in a photo. A shelf made of projecting stones ran all around the chamber.







The central pillar was symbolic. It did not help hold up 
the roof or anything. An axis mundi or some such?







Looking back out the entrance.



Courtesy of Gene







Courtesy of Gene







This second tomb, built right after and right next to the first, had been looted in antiquity.



The blocking stone, or door, that stood across the tomb entrance.













Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene







The tambour.













B clicking open WL’s door locks. G never noticed, and couldn’t hear us calling.



Courtesy of Gene
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Artimino

Cute little town. Museum was excellent. On the way 
through the big ancient town wall gate, we saw the Exit from 
the museum. Impatient G opened the door, set off an alarm, 
and was told the entrance was around the corner, in town. 
Came through onto a little piazza where we probably could 
have parked, G walking well. Looked like a decent restaurant 
on the piazza. Decided to tour the museum with the proviso 
we would get out before restaurant closing hour.

Museum visit was great—completely renovated modern 
two-floor interior. Exhibits were of several tombs, with all the 
artifacts from each tomb grouped together, so visitors could 
compare the several hordes. No visitors other than ourselves, 
and the museum caretaker latched onto us as a guide. His 
talk was interesting—pretty good English—but we needed to 
see our artifacts before lunch!

Excellent collection, especially ivory plaques and the blue 
glass bowl.

Lunch OK with very rude brusque server.



































In the distance, the Medici villa we stopped at on the way into town.







Courtesy of Gene
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Poggio a Caiano

On to the villa. Found it easily and parked across the street, 
same as in 2000.* Beautiful rooms, we were hustled out as 
our “tour” time was over. Didn’t know we had a limited time. 
Elevator for G to get upstairs.

* Parking was the same. In 2000, we did not “find it easily”! See 2000-05 ~ 
Interlude I “Tuscan Paradise” (Tuscany), page 34.



Parking spot in Poggio.











































































Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene
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Giusti

All of us went to supper at Giusti. On the way home, 8 
cinghiale ran across the road right in front of our car, again, 
same place—momma and 7 babies. 



Courtesy of Gene
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Day 10: Sunday, October 13, 2013—Transfer to Rome, Orvieto

Scruffy arthritic 17 year old dog is Nina.
Marco showed us the 3 Porchini mushrooms he and Marie 

had gathered the day before.



























































Maria and Carla.
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Orvieto

Spitty rain that cleared as we headed south; left at about 
10:45. No traffic slowdowns or problem diversions, and as a 
result, plus Antonio re-scheduling our pickup for 3:30, we 
decided we had time for a quick stop in Orvieto, as it is 
right off the A1. We didn’t have much time, but we saw the 
elaborate façade of the church, then had a quick snack and 
cappuchino in a little café on the square. I was phoning 
Antonio to confirm our arrival time.

























Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene











Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene









Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene













Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene
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Rome

At Fiumicino, all went smoothly, Joseph brought the van to 
the 4th floor car return and we zipped into Rome.

It took a bit of figuring out exactly where our building 
was, Joseph left us off at a spot not right in front of our build-
ing—street numbers on houses were not exactly clear—and 
Edoardo was not there waiting when we dragged ourselves a 
block down the street and rang the bell.*

A woman came out who said he was on his way. She got us 
into the apartment and E arrived. He is 21 and Cristina’s son. 
He knows a little about Rome, he was personable and friendly. 
Later on we had a little trouble figuring out how to get in/out 
of the door on the street, but the same lady came out and 
helped us. After that we had no problems, and the elevator 
saved both Bucky and Gene a lot of effort getting Gene and 
wheelchair up and down. 

Went out to look for a grocery to stock up. E had told us 
of one place—it was closed Sunday afternoon. B looked on 
SG’s map and found another. We bought anchovies for G—B 
tasted a sample and said good.

Supper at the Hosteria Grappolo d’Oro—B found it in some 
reference on SG, supposedly chi chi traditional cooking—my 

* There had been several emails with Chistina about how we could not be deliv-
ered to our exact street number because via Giubinnari (we were at 97/a-98?!?)
was a pedestrian street. But when we got there, and the whole time we were there, 
plenty of vehicles were using the street. In retrospect, our driver just didn’t know 
where he was going. He did, by coincidence, drop us off in front of the tiny piazza 
we had seen on Google Street View and which led us to think that with a stay in 
our apartment, we could possibly “park me in a caffe” as Father had said we could 
do while we went out and about in Rome. Which, thankfully, was never necessary.

carbonara was good, but as the place filled up B’s second 
plate (lamb roast?) and contorni were forgotten. We had all 
finished and he asked and it was obvious it was forgotten. 
Another wait, we assumed while they cooked it. B went down 
to the server’s station and just told them to cancel it but the 
server said, no! It’s coming. Eventually she arrived with his 
2 plates AND another salad—G & F had ordered one that 
had been delivered and eaten. I waved my hand and said no, 
meaning the salad, but the server took it to mean everything 
and before we could say just the salad she ran away with 
everything. Bucky was tired and disgusted, and said fine, let’s 
go.

Of course when the bill came—the whole meal was just 
disorganized—the original salad was not on it! So I took it 
to the gentleman at the front of the restaurant and explained. 
He thanked me and with the new bill offered Bucky and 
I grappa or limoncello. I accepted a yellow grappa on our 
behalf, and we all felt better! Except B never got his second 
plate. Welcome to Rome.

http://www.hosteriagrappolodoro.it/
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Day 11:  Monday, October 14, 2013—Rome walk: Largo Argentina, Piazza Mattei, Santa Maria Sopra 
Minerva & Pantheon, Piazza Navona; Piazza delle Cinque Scole & Dal Pompiere

We just plunged in. First thing in the morning, B walked up 
to the Campo to find a bakery he had read about. Came back 
with wonderful “white pizza”—pizza dough rubbed with oil 
and salt and baked—and some sweets. I asked for coffee and 
he got me some.

B took us on a not-too-far walk to some interesting sights 
and read his guidebooks and recited legends. I think F & G 
were impressed. Sort of a slightly offbeat, sometimes major 
sights little tour. I got to see the Pantheon again, so all was 
well.

http://www.fornocampodefiori.com/main.php
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Largo Argentina

At the Largo Argentina cat sanctuary, a local resident made 
himself at home in the wheelchair.

After the ruins, we headed for a fountain. On the way we 
passed an interesting courtyard and F & I went in to investi-
gate. Beautiful!



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



















Courtesy of Gene

























Courtesy of Gene





Courtesy of Gene





Courtesy of Gene









On the way to the turtle fountain, we passed a library. Freidrun and Loie explored while Gene and Bucky went ahead.
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Piazza Mattei

Place of the turtle fountain. B told the legend of the bricked 
up window.















Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene



Courtesy of Gene









There is a long involved untrue legend about this 
blocked-up window. Ask Bucky to recite it some time.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fontana_delle_Tartarughe
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Santa Maria Sopra Minerva & Pantheon

On to the Pantheon with a stop by Minerva’s Chick—obe-
lisk elephant—and the flood level markers on the church.





Courtesy of Gene



























Courtesy of Gene

































Courtesy of Gene



















Courtesy of Gene



































Courtesy of Gene
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Piazza San Eustachio

B made us stop here for supposedly the best coffee in Rome. 
He had one!

The deer head with a cross is the symbol of Saint Eustachio.
On to Piazza Navona, passing two good fountains—big 

Roman basin and Fountain of the Books.* 

* From my Rome research…
Fontana dei Libri (Fountain of the Books)
One of the rione (neighborhood) fountains constructed in 1926.
Rione Sant’Eustachio lies between the Pantheon and Piazza Navona, around 

the church of S. Eustachio. Its emblem is a stag’s head, on account of the legend of 
St. Eustace, which tells how a Roman patrician, while out hunting, saw a stag with 
a cross between its horns and was converted. He later met his death as a martyr, 
together with all his family.

The rione was the seat of Rome’s first university, which was founded in the 
Palazzo Sapienza in 1303.

The Fountain of the Books is on Via Staderari, [on] one side of the Palazzo 
Sapienza (Via degli Staderari & Piazza Madama). It consists of two shelves, each 
bearing two books, with tasselled bookmarks from which the water runs. In the 
center is a relief of a stag’s head.

The street’s strange name derives from the Roman corruption of the italian 
word staderai; the staderaii were craftsmen who made weighing-machines and 
scales known as stadera, and who formerly practiced their trade nearby.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sant%2527Eustachio




















Courtesy of Gene
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Piazza Navona

After the fountains we came to the antique pharmacy.* B tried 
to interest G & F but they were having none of it. So he took 
them on to the Piazza while I shopped for a new perfume. 
Before they took off B told me how to get to the piazza and 
said said he would watch for me.

I chose a new fragrance and walked up to the piazza, found 
G & F sitting by the fountain, but no B! He had gone back to 
look for me and somehow we passed each other.

I walked back to the little street into the piazza and imme-
diately saw him looking around, worried, trying as usual to 
herd cats. We found each other and continued on. OK, good!

Had to have tartufo.** A man was trying to convince us his 
caffe was the original tartufo place, but we opted for the one 
always recommended. They allowed us to park the wheelchair 
inside. Much discussion with G & F as to what we were hav-
ing and how to get it. Had a nice sit—with vin santo.

Breakdancing man posed for me.
Last little bit of walk—talking statue! With B reciting 

legends.

* The pharmacy has a branch store in Rome on the Corso del Rinascimento, just 
opposite the via Staderari.

** A special gelato concoction at the Bar Ristorante Tre Scalini: a ball of dense 
chocolate gelato with a little chocolate treat in the center. The reference is to a 
black truffle. No relation whatsoever except the dark shape.

http://www.smnovella.it/
http://www.ristorante3scalini.it/
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Visting Pasquino, the first of the talking statues.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talking_statues_of_Rome
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Piazza delle Cinque Scole & Dal Pompiere

Supper B & L Pompiere:* Big, tall ceilinged rooms; linens, 
attentive service. B thought my carciofi were improperly 
prepared. He had chick pea soup, and I can’t even remember 
all that I ate, but I was FULL!

B asked for and was given a plate for a souvenir. He liked 
the running fireman pouring Chianti wine on a chicken.

* One of the research projects Loie asked me to do for this trip was to add Nic 
Costa’s favorite restaurants to my notes. Costa is a Roman police detective in a 
series of mystery novels by David Hewson. Two of the three favorite restaurants 
turned out to be just off the Piazza Cinque Scole, in the heart of the old Jewish 
Ghetto quarter, which turned out to be a few blocks from our apartment, and 
which we had never explored. So that was a treat.



Bucky’s new plate.
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Day 12: Tuesday, October 15, 2013—St. Peter’s & Vatican museums

Antonio in the morning, apartment visit*. We talked about 
milk filled intestines that can no longer be sold, new baby 
son Edoardo, and other interesting topics until Gene growled, 

“Are we leaving soon?”
So we all jumped up, Bucky paid Antonio for the two 

transfers and on the walk to the Largo Argentino taxi stand, 
Antonio educated us on motorcycles, scooters and Vespas, 
including the fact the that motorcycles can park anywhere 
for free. And alas, that though some cats linger there, the cat 
sanctuary is closed at that site.**

* Antonio Barbieri is a friend, from way back when I was creating the Roman 
Holiday site. He helped locate the Wall of Wishes. Since then, he has been invalu-
able for helping us in Rome. See 2009-09 ~ Interlude V “Alyssa Travels” (Rome).

He was interested in our apartment and the fact the ownwer had several 
apartments in the building. He asked Loie to send him the information because 
he thought the company he works for, Concierge In Rome, might be able to use the 
apartments as lodgings for their clients.

** The day before, when the cat occupied Father’s wheelchair, a lady came by and 
told us its name, which we have forgotten. She—the lady, not the cat—was open-
ing the gate down into the sanctuary which had a sign for opening hours posted 
on it. She told us it was operating at that site, but was no longer the headquarters. 
It’s possible that Loie was across the street at a bathroom when that happened.

So, the upshot was that although the sanctuary at Largo A is not completely 
closed—volunteers there are still taking care of the feral cats—Largo A is not the 
hospital and adoption site.

http://www.conciergeinrome.com/
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St. Peter’s and lunch

Vatican—huge long line for the basilica. While shuffling in 
line, B said he had not changed into walking shoes—still had 
on floppy shoes. Turned out OK.

When we got up to the security, B running back and forth 
trying to find a wheelchair line—none of course. Several 
guards gave conflicting advice and directions, we just hobbled 
through. When at last up the steps to the machines, a guard 
let G through with no checking, so no problem with his 
pacemaker.

Pushed on to the doors, had to push up an incredible long 
ramp/stairs/stones sticking up. No indication of disabled 
access.

Finally got in and saw the Filarete door running guys, good 
close look at Pieta; whole rear of church blocked off for some 
event before the baldichhino. A guard came and made every-
body back up while he pushed the barrier on rolly wheels 
back into alignment.

G amazed at “all the people.”
Going out of the church B asked and we were directed to 

an elevator—that helped. Why we couldn’t get to it going in 
was a mystery: Italy.

Lunch at a little place on a piazza B had looked up. Good 
sandwiches. No pizza.

http://saintpetersbasilica.org/Interior/DoorFilarete/DoorFilarete.htm


Courtesy of Gene
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The inside bottom of the Filarete doors: Filarete and his artisans.
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The rioni fountain of the tiaras, for rione Borgo.



Antonio had told us to watch for Swiss Guards in their working uniforms.





Courtesy of Gene
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Vatican museums and supper

Got around to museums with a stop for panini—some 
place B had researched. Went around through signs for ticket 
holders and ended up in same line for everyone else—sense-
less Italian disorganization.

Got to see the Belverdere and the sculpture rooms.
Interesting navigating G through—special elevators for 

wheelchair to go up to Raphael rooms and back down, and a 
lift down to Sistine chapel. Got detoured through the court-
yard of the Piga/pinecone—nice breath of air but wrong way! 
Very nice guard helped B carry chair up a flight of steps—no 
other way to go? Or, the shortest way?

Wheelchair route took us through the Library, a way we 
hadn’t been.

Usual crowds in the Chapel.
After, got a taxi home in spitting rain—taxi stand just 

outside the entrance but no taxis for a while. Young woman 
driver. B said she took us by a scenic route—along the river, 
in Trastevere. 

Supper Piperno on Monte Cenci again in the ghetto—a 
beautiful little piazza. @ 8. Bill 206 G paid 150.



Courtesy of Gene
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Day 13:  Wednesday, October 16, 2013—San Pietro in Vincoli, Trevi fountain, Via Margutta, Piazza Popolo & 
Santa Maria del Popolo, Giolitti’s; Roscioli supper; Campo dei Fiori

St. Peter in Vincoli—F’s request—with begging young man 
at the door. Taxi from the Largo stand to the church per B as 
it’s a steep climb up to it. Moses very dramatic in natural light 
but people kept turning on the electric ones.

Last night B had a minor disaster: a lens fell out of his 
glasses. This probably in retribution for all the discussion 
about G being cheap when HIS glasses lost a lens during a 
stop on the Tuscan drive and F said it happens all the time.*

At first we tried to fix B’s glasses with my kit, but the screw 
was just too tiny to handle. F had bandage tape and B used 
that to hold his lens in. It looked clasically dorky. He said it 
didn’t matter, no time to waste looking for an optician but 
as we went down the tunnel after Vincoli, thinking we might 
taxi if we could find a stand, I saw an optician and we went in 
and she said she could fix B’s glasses in two minutes. She did 
and charged us 1 €! We gave her 2!

Taxi to Trevi fountain.

* Not described before, but that occurred at Castello di Romena (Pratovecchio); 
see page 730.









































A taxi got us to San Pietro in Vincoli…
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Trevi fountain

Trevi fountain with once again—even more vehemently—
G exclaiming over “all the people, look at all the people!”

B once more reciting and reading history—mostra, the 
virgin, etc.



Courtesy of Gene
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Via Margutta

Walked up a side street beside the Corso, which was very 
busy.

A church had a head in a reliquary, we forwent that. Via 
Condotti, Via Margutta, Flair.

Flair is a gallery on via Margutta where Hilary had arranged 
for some of Mark’s paintings to be exhibited. So of course we 
told her we’d stop in if we could and see what they looked 
like. We didn’t realize it was more of an interior design store, 
not really an art gallery.

When we got to via M, B said darn, he didn’t have an 
address. So we just walked along slowly, and there it was—
almost at the beginning of the street. B and I went in while 
F & G looked around. We didn’t see anything that looked 
like Mark’s work—eventually asked a man who seemed to be 
working there—wrapping light cords or something. It took a 
minute to explain who we were. The man was Paolo (?). He 
told us Mark’s works were out on approval with an architect 
and his client. So we didn’t get to see the paintings at the gal-
lery, but that’s good news!*

r-w-b osteria, Babuino, #51 and photo of portiere Anna.
At first the portiere was suspicious of us entering the 

courtyard of famous #51. When we managed to explain to 
her we were Roman Holiday fans, she was all smiles and 
insisted we look in her office. I got a picture of her among her 
mementoes—she surprised I wanted to include her.

* On Friday November 15th, Hilary called with the truly good news. She had sent 
nine of Mark’s black & white ink paintings. All nine of them were purchased by 
the client and the architect. Now Mark is international!

http://www.flairhomecollection.com/locations








The rione fountain of the artists. Margutta has been an artists’ colony for a long time.

























Around the corner for a short detour to meet the Babuino.











The Babuino (baboon!), in all his glory. Another of the talking statues. The street is named after him.

















Back onto Margutta to continue our walk to Piazza Popolo, stopping off at #51, location of Joe Bradley’s apartment.
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Piazza Popolo & Santa Maria del Popolo

Popolo, church/Caravaggios; Alex let us behind the drapes 
to see the Tribune. B had been wanting to do that every time 
we visited, but the Tribune was roped off. This time, he saw 
a little souvenir stand near the front door, and asked about 
seeing the Tribune. A very enthusiastic young man then took 
us back behind the ropes and door hangings and B finally got 
to see the Tribune. G also wanted a peek, and we practically 
had to drag F away from a conversation—we all had a visit to 
the very beautiful little room.





Courtesy of Gene
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Santa Maria del Popolo, home of many treasures.













The Tribune accomplished!
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Giolitti’s, home

Back down the Corso and some side streets to Giolitti for 
gelato. B was concerned, thinking he had lost the way. He 
hadn’t—just didn’t remember it as well as he hoped.

Using the toilette at Gio we passed by the gelato counter. 
B told everyone to look and pick f lavors. Back outside, us 
getting a table, crowds of school kids with their cones. F came 
out with a cash register receipt, explaining how she had fig-
ured out how to get her gelato—pay first, then go to counter. 
B told her, “You can’t bring your gelato to the table. That’s 
why all the people are standing around eating.” Eventually 
she went back in and got her money back! So that worked out. 
Immense long discussion about size of gelato, flavors, etc. The 
gelato was good!

We walked over to the obelisk piazza hoping we’d find a 
taxi stand on the Corso. B stopped and asked a policeman 
for taxi stands. A lot of Italian ensued, with B nodding and F 
listening. We walked on, I asked and B said, “Nope, didn’t get 
it. Something about go to the Corso and turn left.”

So we did, and B said, “Look up ahead on that next street, 
to the right.” I did and came back saying I’d found the stand.

B had thought it might be, and he was right, the place 
where we’d stopped and read about the church with the skull 
reliquary. Small world. Taxi home.
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Roscioli supper; Campo dei Fiori

Roscioli for snacking supper and packing. Bit of a silly 
splurge. Roscioli was a delicatessen just on our street. We had 
stopped there a day or two before to ask about supper, but 
they were booked. Apparently it’s famous, and B didn’t know 
about it!

B & L to the Campo, cappuccino restaurant for digestives—
Amaro Montenegro for me, Moscato for Bucky, 2 rounds. 
Kids smoking hookahs, guys with big foil twisted/wrapped 
dishes.
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Alarm at 6:15; all mostly packed.
At 6:55, large black van pulled up—too early for our 7:30 

PU, and Antonio coming 7:30 to see us off. But it was our van, 
“Walter” had told the driver 7:15, which was the time I decided 
we needed to be down in the street waiting. But we were ready 
and we went down. I asked our driver to call Antonio so he 
wouldn’t make an unnecessary trip and I talked to him to say 
ciao/bye. He asked for the photo of all of us. 

Our driver enjoyed pointing out sites of Rome as we drove, 
but honestly, Bucky knew almost as much about Rome as he 
did!* He told us he and his family spend the month of August 
in the same house on Sardinia, south of the Smeralda coast. 
He says his wife would like to vacation elsewhere, because, he 
said, “In Italy, the woman cooks and cleans on vacation and 
the Italian man does nothing!” He was poking fun at Italian 
men to explain why his wife wants a real vacation. 

The drive took only 35 minutes so we were at T5 before 
8. A dumpy little entrance where we showed passports just 
to get into the baggage checkin. We told the agent we had a 
wheelchair and thought she was conveying that to the gate 
agent as well as arranging for a HC passenger to avoid steps. 
We waited briefly and a man showed up to commandeer the 
wheelchair. He led us to security but we 3 were waved into 
the next line over, which had only few passengers while Gene 
was on the other side of the belt. Of course he’d dropped his 
bag on the belt so then his passport and board card had to be 
retrieved. Friedrun raced in front of us, and by the time we 

* One oddball thing he did point out was the street on which Aldo Moro’s body 
was found. Guess I need to get up to speed on current events sites in Rome.

got thru, Gene had vanished! “Where did he go??” we asked 
Friedrun? Waving her hand vaguely to the left, she said, “They 
took him through there.” “And you didn’t stop him?” said an 
incredulous Bucky. 

So we had to soldier on, placing trust in the notion that 
Italian briskness and lack of explanation did not mean they 
do not know what they’re doing! We wended and winded to 
a bus, no Gene, and boarded. We pulled up behind a smaller 
mobility bus and aha! were reunited with Gene, much to his 
relief. We headed for Gate 2 and discovered the familiar down 
escalator to the boarding level. We were told HC passengers 
would start boarding around 9:40 and others at 10; and a 10:50 
departure, at 8:40 we opted for breakfast and cappuchino.

At 9:40 no announcements had been made, so B decided to 
mosey over with Gene; they would need to take the elevator 
down. F & I waited and waited, mass crowd standing around 
but being polite about asking our boarding group and mak-
ing way when our number was higher than theirs. Finally, 
we went down and down, and…boarded a bus! As we were 
driving and driving I carried on a lengthy travel conversation 
with a couple of fellow passengers (Dubrovnik and Rome) 
then generally commented that we seemed to be driving to 
Dulles, which elicited a snort and a grin from a red-haired 
teenage boy. 

We arrived at our plane, disembarked and walked up the 
stairs to board the plane.** Friedrun went down the right 
side and I the left, and by the time I saw Bucky watching for 
me, she was already in her seat. B said THEY had just waited 

** Father had been hoisted up, in the wheelchair, on a lift.
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downstairs, like we did upstairs. We both agree the regular 
economy seats are not appreciably different from E+ on this 
plane, and we much prefer the 2 seats on the side vs 2 of 3 in 
the middle. We finally took off about 45 minutes late, but we 
seem to be making up time. For quite a while we were flying 
at just under 28,000 feet and under 500 mph; now, at 9:20 
EST with hours to go, we are flying 577 mph at 30,967 feet—63 
C outside! And a wee bit bumpy.

At Dulles, we got shunted into a short line for Disabled 
Immigration and then a couple of people in front of us took 
forever to get past the passport man. G got grouchy—we 
thought we were on a fast track but that turned out not to be 
the case—and started complaining to the distributer guards. 
B told him to be quiet or we’d all end up in detainment!

Eventually got through, chariot for bags. On the way to 
Customs, G piped up, “I hope they don’t find those anchovies 
in Freedie’s suitcase.” We thought we’d die! They didn’t.

B had his cigarette and we were on the shuttle to the van. 
Of course our return schedule put us in the midst of rush 
hour traffic on the DC beltway but B just kept us rolling 
along at a snail’s pace and I was phoning Kinley—Paul got 
nominated to meet us at G’s house. We were there only a few 
minutes and Paul was there to take us back to Rocket Grrl.

We had a bottle of wine with K & P and had our last drive—
home! Tictoc was fine.










Courtesy of Gene
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Forever Grateful
There aren’t many trips where we have had to put in some news 
afterward. This may be the first.

When we got back from Father’s Easy Peasy, of course we sent a 
few emails back and forth with Nicola about the state of the babies. 
They were soon out of the hospital at home with their parents; we 
received pictures and videos. Then it was time to send the tradi-
tional baby presents of Wedgewood Peter Rabbit cup and bowl sets. 

When the presents had been sent, we waited what seemed like 
forever to see if they would make it through the Italian mail and 
customs. Eventually, we got an email.
From: Nicola
Sent: Mar 1, 3:57 am
To: Dolores Maminski, bucky
Attachments:
Video.MOV, Video.MOV
Hi Dolores and Bucky!
We just received a pack from US... :)
You are very kind, and we have been so glad to receive the present, 
Lorenzo and Elisa too!!
We like very much the Beatrix Potter’s rabbit and I think this could be a 
right way for Lorenzo and Elisa to start to learn english!
We thank you very much and we cannot wait to see you again!

Unfortunately I have to inform you about a very bad news... My father 
Mario is die on february the 3rd... He was not well, even when we met 
on Carla’s farm, a cancer was detected on april last year... He passed a 
series of chemotherapies and a radiotherapy to defeat this evil, but the 
cancer was too extended in his organism...
However life goes on and fortunately me and My mother Fernanda 
have Lorenzo and Elisa that help very much to focus our minds on 

other matter...
I’m so sorry to give you this information...

A big hug to everybody! See you soon.
In attachment two videos of Lorenzo and Elisa while they have time in 
the gym. :)

Nicola

We will be forever grateful we had a last few hours with Mario, 
in the bosom of the family, sharing news of new life (and advice on 
truffles.)

And of course, we have the baby pictures…!

afterword: Forever Grateful



Courtesy of Nicola
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“For ’tis sport to have the engineer 
Hoist with his own petar…”*

While formatting this diary, I was struck by the abundance of 
wires in so many of Loie’s pictures. I have to admit the wires don’t 
bother me nearly so much in Italy. The satellite dishes on the old 
pottery tile roofs seem almost quaint themselves; amusing, not a 
heinous desecration. I wasn’t really seeing the wires, not the same 
way I do at home. Perhaps writing these little essays has made me a 
bit more tolerant? No, probably not.

When I’m being dazzled by the beautiful golden evening light on 
ancient stonework, or puzzling over the oddball light fixtures in the 
Seinese contrade, I can ignore along with the best of them.

“And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye, 
but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye?”**

Isn’t it obvious? I’ve got the same rocks in my head we all do. It’s just 
unavoidable.

My mind/brain are conditioned just as thoroughly by my cul-
tural environment as anyone else’s. My conditioning may be a 
bit different from yours—I hope, for your sake—but it’s still there. 
Perhaps, having gone off on this wild goose chase after the origin 
and meaning of the wires, I have a slight bit of awareness of the 
ubiquity of technology and our infatuation with it. But I can 
overlook it with the best of them.

* Hamlet, act III, scene 4
** King James Bible, Matthew, 7:3
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